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The Industrial Electronics Handbook, Second Edition combines traditional and newer, more specialized knowledge that will help industrial
electronics engineers develop practical solutions for the design and implementation of high-power applications. Embracing the broad
technological scope of the field, this collection explores fundamental areas, including analog and digital circuits, electronics, electromagnetic
machines, signal processing, and industrial control and communications systems. It also facilitates the use of intelligent systems—such as
neural networks, fuzzy systems, and evolutionary methods—in terms of a hierarchical structure that makes factory control and supervision
more efficient by addressing the needs of all production components. Enhancing its value, this fully updated collection presents research and
global trends as published in the IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics Journal, one of the largest and most respected publications in
the field. Power Electronics and Motor Drives facilitates a necessary shift from low-power electronics to the high-power varieties used to
control electromechanical systems and other industrial applications. This volume of the handbook: Focuses on special high-power
semiconductor devices Describes various electrical machines and motors, their principles of operation, and their limitations Covers power
conversion and the high-efficiency devices that perform the necessary switchover between AC and DC Explores very specialized electronic
circuits for the efficient control of electric motors Details other applications of power electronics, aside from electric motors—including lighting,
renewable energy conversion, and automotive electronics Addresses power electronics used in very-high-power electrical systems to
transmit energy Other volumes in the set: Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics Control and Mechatronics Industrial Communication
Systems Intelligent Systems
Master electric circuits, machines, devices, and power electronics hands on-without expensive equipment. In LabVIEW for Electric Circuits,
Machines, Drives, and Laboratories Dr. Nesimi Ertugrul uses custom-written LabVIEW Virtual Instruments to illuminate the analysis and
operation of a wide range of AC and DC circuits, electrical machines, and drives-including high-voltage/current/power applications covered in
no other book. Includes detailed background, VI panels, lab practices, hardware information, and self-study questions - everything you need
to achieve true mastery.
The main aim of the conference ELMA 2021 is to give an opportunity to academics, scientists, engineers, PhD students, manufacturers and
users to discuss and exchange information about the results of their theoretical and experimental investigation, the utilization of new materials
and application of new technologies in the field of electrical machines, drives, electric traction, renewable energy, electronic converters and
control systems in electrical engineering, energy efficiency and power quality, power systems, measurements, management and marketing in
electrical engineering
The subject of this book is an important and diverse field of electric machines and drives. The twelve chapters of the book written by
renowned authors, both academics and practitioners, cover a large part of the field of electric machines and drives. Various types of electric
machines, including three-phase and single-phase induction machines or doubly fed machines, are addressed. Most of the chapters focus on
modern control methods of induction-machine drives, such as vector and direct torque control. Among others, the book addresses sensorless
control techniques, modulation strategies, parameter identification, artificial intelligence, operation under harsh or failure conditions, and
modelling of electric or magnetic quantities in electric machines. Several chapters give an insight into the problem of minimizing losses in
electric machines and increasing the overall energy efficiency of electric drives.
This comprehensive text examines existing and emerging electrical drive technologies. The authors clearly define the most basic electrical
drive concepts and go on to explain the most important details while maintaining a solid connection to the theory and design of the associated
electrical machines. Also including links to a number of industrial applications, the authors take their investigation of electrical drives beyond
theory to examine a number of practical aspects of electrical drive control and application. Key features: * Provides a comprehensive
summary of all aspects of controlled-speed electrical drive technology including control and operation. * Handling of electrical drives is solidly
linked to the theory and design of the associated electrical machines. Added insight into problems and functions are illustrated with clearly
understandable figures. * Offers an understanding of the main phenomena associated with electrical machine drives. * Considers the problem
of bearing currents and voltage stresses of an electrical drive. * Includes up-to-date theory and design guidelines, taking into account the
most recent advances. This book’s rigorous coverage of theoretical principles and techniques makes for an excellent introduction to
controlled-speed electrical drive technologies for Electrical Engineering MSc or PhD students studying electrical drives. It also serves as an
excellent reference for practicing electrical engineers looking to carry out design, analyses, and development of controlled-speed electrical
drives.
Electric power engineering has always been an integral part of electrical engineering education. Providing a unique alternative to existing
books on the market, this text presents a concise and rigorous exposition of the main fundamentals of electric power engineering. Contained
in a single volume, the materials can be used to teach three separate courses — electrical machines, power systems and power electronics,
which are in the mainstream of the electrical engineering curriculum of most universities worldwide. The book also highlights an in-depth
review of electric and magnetic circuit theory with emphasis on the topics which are most relevant to electric power engineering.
Contents:Review of Electric and Magnetic Circuit Theory:Basic Electric Circuit TheoryAnalysis of Electric Circuits with Periodic Nonsinusoidal SourcesMagnetic Circuit TheoryPower Systems:Introduction to Power SystemsFault AnalysisTransformersSynchronous
GeneratorsPower Flow Analysis and Stability of Power SystemsInduction MachinesPower Electronics:Power Semiconductor
DevicesRectifiersInvertersDC-to-DC Converters (Choppers) Keywords:Power Systems;Electrical Machines;Power Electronics
Offers key concepts of electrical machines embedded with solved examples, review questions, illustrations and open book questions.

Worked Examples in Electrical Machines and Drives discusses methods in predicting and explaining electromechanical
performance of several devices. The book is comprised of seven chapters that sequence the examples at increasing
levels of difficulty. Chapter 1 provides an introduction and reviews the basic theories. The second chapter covers
transformers, and the third chapter tackles d.c. machines. Chapter 4 is concerned with induction machines, while Chapter
5 deals with synchronous machines. Chapter 6 covers transient behavior, and Chapter 7 talks about powerelectronic/electrical machine drives. The book will be of great use to students and instructors of schools concerned with
electronic devices such as in electrical engineering, and can help enrich their lectures and practical classes.
Designed for students in electrical power technology programs or higher-level, non-electrical majors, this text explores
the "need to know" material, and covers the basic principles of transformers and rotating machines, transmission and
distribution systems, and power electronics associated with these fields.
Recent years have brought substantial developments in electrical drive technology, with the appearance of highly rated,
very-high-speed power-electronic switches, combined with microcomputer control systems. This popular textbook has
been thoroughly revised and updated in the light of these changes. It retains its successful formula of teaching through
worked examples, which are put in context with concise explanations of theory, revision of equations and discussion of
the engineering implications. Numerous problems are also provided, with answers supplied. The third edition includes
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enhanced coverage of power-electronic systems and new material on closed-loop control, in addition to thorough
treatment of electrical machines.
Step-by-step solutions to all practice problems for the electrical engineering license examination including: fundamental
concepts and techniques, machines, power distribution, electronics, control systems, computing, digital systems,
communication syste
The two major broad applications of electrical energy are information processing and energy processing. Hence, it is no
wonder that electric machines have occupied a large and revered space in the field of electrical engineering. Such an
important topic requires a careful approach, and Charles A. Gross' Electric Machines offers the most balanced,
application-oriented, and modern perspective on electromagnetic machines available. Written in a style that is both
accessible and authoritative, this book explores all aspects of electromagnetic-mechanical (EM) machines. Rather than
viewing the EM machine in isolation, the author treats the machine as part of an integrated system of source, controller,
motor, and load. The discussion progresses systematically through basic machine physics and principles of operation to
real-world applications and relevant control issues for each type of machine presented. Coverage ranges from DC,
induction, and synchronous machines to specialized machines such as transformers, translational machines, and
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). Stimulating example applications include electric vehicles, wind energy, and
vertical transportation. Numerous example problems illustrate and reinforce the concepts discussed. Along with
appendices filled with unit conversions and background material, Electric Machines is a succinct, in-depth, and complete
guide to understanding electric machines for novel applications.
The book discusses the modeling of induction and synchronous machines aimed at the synthesis of dedicated control
strategies. The first part focuses on induction machines (IMs), and starts with the analysis of the principle of operation,
which is based on the induction phenomenon. It then establishes the a-b-c model, assuming a sinusoidal spatial
repartition of the air gap flux density, a linear magnetic circuit, and constant phase resistors. The a-b-c model enables the
establishment of a state representation of the induction machine. Then, the Park transformation is introduced and applied
to the IM a-b-c model, leading to its Park one, which is then used to analyze the IM steady-state operation. The chapter
also includes a case study dealing with the doubly fed induction machine, which is widely integrated in wind power
generating systems. Following the introduction of the continuous development of synchronous machines (SMs), the
second part establishes the a-b-c model for salient pole machines. Then, the Park transformation is applied to the
established a-b-c model, leading to the Park one. The section highlights the formulation and analysis of the
electromagnetic torque, with its synchronizing and reluctant components investigated in terms of the torque angle.
Subsequently, it characterizes the operation at (i) maximum torque and (ii) unity power factor before focusing on the flux
weakening approaches that could be implemented in SMs considering both smooth and salient pole topologies. Lastly, it
presents a case study dealing with an investigation of the main features of the electric drive unit of a hybrid propulsion
system and the possibility of their improvement, with an emphasis on the extension of the flux weakening range.
Based on author Ion Boldea’s 40 years of experience and the latest research, Linear Electric Machines, Drives, and
Maglevs Handbook provides a practical and comprehensive resource on the steady improvement in this field. The book
presents in-depth reviews of basic concepts and detailed explorations of complex subjects, including classifications and
practical topologies, with sample results based on an up-to-date survey of the field. Packed with case studies, this stateof-the-art handbook covers topics such as modeling, steady state, and transients as well as control, design, and testing
of linear machines and drives. It includes discussion of types and applications—from small compressors for refrigerators to
MAGLEV transportation—of linear electric machines. Additional topics include low and high speed linear induction or
synchronous motors, with and without PMs, with progressive or oscillatory linear motion, from topologies through
modeling, design, dynamics, and control. With a breadth and depth of coverage not found in currently available
references, this book includes formulas and methods that make it an authoritative and comprehensive resource for use in
R&D and testing of innovative solutions to new industrial challenges in linear electric motion/energy automatic control.
Power Conversion of Renewable Energy Systems presents an introduction to conventional energy conversion
components and systems, as well as those related to renewable energy. This volume introduces systems first, and then
in subsequent chapters describes the components of energy systems in detail. Readers will find examples of renewable
and conventional energy and power systems, including energy conversion, variable-speed drives and power electronics,
in addition to magnetic devices such as transformers and rotating machines. Applications of PSpice, MATLAB, and
Mathematica are also included, along with solutions to over 100 application examples. Power Conversion of Renewable
Energy Systems aims to instruct readers how to actively apply the theories discussed within. It would be an ideal volume
for researchers, students and engineers working with energy systems and renewable energy.
"Concise Higher Electrical Engineering" integrates, in one volume, the most important topics in Electrical Engineering at
college or university level. The integrated nature of the book means that the Electrical Engineering student will not have
to purchase multiple textbooks in order to cover the entire Electrical Engineering curriculum. The chapter on modelling or
power systems compares manual examples with computerised methods. Other chapters in this book include electrical
distribution design, illumination and electrical network protection. The chapter on industrial automation includes examples
with real programmable controllers. "Concise Higher Electrical Engineering" includes a large number of examples and
exercises. The book contains a wealth of illustration that aids the students understanding of the subject matter. The
international contributors to this book are world-acclaimed experts in their fields. The authors bring to the book over 50
years of combined international industrial experience, ranging from railways and electricity supply to manufacturing.
This resource covers all areas of interest for the practicing engineer as well as for the student at various levels and
educational institutions. It features the work of authors from all over the world who have contributed their expertise and
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support the globally working engineer in finding a solution for today‘s mechanical engineering problems. Each subject is
discussed in detail and supported by numerous figures and tables.
This book brings together in a single volume the theory, construction, design, control electronics, and in-depth analysis of
several non-traditional machines such as stepper motors, switched reluctance motors, permanent magnet DC machines,
brushless DC machines, and linear induction machines. These machines are finding ever-increasing applications,
typically in position control systems, robotics and mechatronics, electric vehicles, and high speed transportation. A
particular feature of this book is that it does not stop at the basic principles of these complex machines but goes on to
cover recent developments and current research, making it useful for senior graduate students and research scholars in
the field of electrical machines and drives.
For courses in Motor Controls, Electric Machines, Power Electronics, and Electric Power. This best-selling text employs a
theoretical, practical, multidisciplinary approach to provide introductory students with a broad understanding of modern
electric power. The scope of the book reflects the rapid changes that have occurred in power technology over the past
few years–allowing the entrance of power electronics into every facet of industrial drives, and expanding the field to open
more career opportunities.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the
textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes
for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780130930835 .
This book and its accompanying CD-ROM offer a complete treatment from background theory and models to
implementation and verification techniques for simulations and linear analysis of frequently studied machine systems.
Every chapter of Dynamic Simulation of Electric Machinery includes exercises and projects that can be explored using
the accompanying software. A full chapter is devoted to the use of MATLAB and SIMULINK, and an appendix provides a
convenient overview of key numerical methods used. Dynamic Simulation of Electric Machinery provides professional
engineers and students with a complete toolkit for modeling and analyzing power systems on their desktop computers.
This book covers a brief history of electricity, fundamentals of electrostatic and electromagnetic fields, torque generation, magnetic circuits
and detailed performance analysis of transformers and rotating machines. It also discusses the concept of generalised machine which can
emulate the dynamic and steady state performance of DC and AC machines. To serve the specific applications of drive systems in industries,
many new types of motors are developed in the last few decades. A separate chapter on ‘Special Machines’ is included in this book so that
the students should be made aware of these new developments. The book covers the syllabi of many universities in India for a course in
Electrical Machines. Therefore, this book would serve the needs of the undergraduate students of Electrical Engineering.
For courses in Motor Controls, Electric Machines, Power Electronics, and Electric Power. This best-selling text employs a theoretical,
practical, multidisciplinary approach to provide introductory students with a broad understanding of modern electric power. The scope of the
book reflects the rapid changes that have occurred in power technology over the past few years-allowing the entrance of power electronics
into every facet of industrial drives, and expanding the field to open more career opportunities.
Electrical drives play an important role as electromechanical energy convert ers in transportation, material handling and most production
processes. The ease of controlling electrical drives is an important aspect for meeting the in creasing demands by the user with respect to
flexibility and precision, caused by technological progress in industry as well as the need for energy conser vation. At the same time, the
control of electrical drives has provided strong incentives to control engineering in general, leading to the development of new control
structures and their introduction to other areas of control. This is due to the stringent operating conditions and widely varying specifications - a
drive may alternately require control of torque, acceleration, speed or position - and the fact that most electric drives have - in contrast to
chem ical or thermal processes - well defined structures and consistent dynamic characteristics. During the last years the field of controlled
electrical drives has undergone rapid expansion due mainly to the advances of semiconductors in the form of power electronics as well as
analogue and digital signal electronics, eventu ally culminating in microelectronics and microprocessors. The introduction of electronically
switched solid-state power converters has renewed the search for adjustable speed AC motor drives, not subject to the limitations of the
mechanical commutator of DC drives which dominated the field for a century.
The book focuses on position sensorless control for PMSM drives, addressing both basic principles and experimental evaluation. It provides
an in-depth study on a number of major topics, such as model-based sensorless control, saliency-based sensorless control, position
estimation error ripple elimination and acoustic noise reduction. Offering a comprehensive and systematic overview of position sensorless
control and practical issues it is particularly suitable for readers interested in the sensorless control techniques for PMSM drives. The book is
also a valuable resource for researchers, engineers, and graduate students in fields of ac motor drives and sensorless control.
This contributed volume is written by key specialists working in multidisciplinary fields in electrical engineering, linking control theory, power
electronics, artificial neural networks, embedded controllers and signal processing. The authors of each chapter report the state of the art of
the various topics addressed and present results of their own research, laboratory experiments and successful applications. The presented
solutions concentrate on three main areas of interest: · motion control in complex electromechanical systems, including sensorless control; ·
fault diagnosis and fault tolerant control of electric drives; · new control algorithms for power electronics converters. The chapters and the
complete book possess strong monograph attributes. Important practical and theoretical problems are deeply and accurately presented on
the background of an exhaustive state-of the art review. Many results are completely new and were never published before. Well-known
control methods like field oriented control (FOC) or direct torque control (DTC) are referred as a starting point for modifications or are used for
comparison. Among numerous control theories used to solve particular problems are: nonlinear control, robust control, adaptive control,
Lyapunov techniques, observer design, model predictive control, neural control, sliding mode control, signal filtration and processing, fault
diagnosis, and fault tolerant control.
Presents applied theory and advanced simulation techniques for electric machines and drives This book combines the knowledge of experts
from both academia and the software industry to present theories of multiphysics simulation by design for electrical machines, power
electronics, and drives. The comprehensive design approach described within supports new applications required by technologies sustaining
high drive efficiency. The highlighted framework considers the electric machine at the heart of the entire electric drive. The book also
emphasizes the simulation by design concept—a concept that frames the entire highlighted design methodology, which is described and
illustrated by various advanced simulation technologies. Multiphysics Simulation by Design for Electrical Machines, Power Electronics and
Drives begins with the basics of electrical machine design and manufacturing tolerances. It also discusses fundamental aspects of the state
of the art design process and includes examples from industrial practice. It explains FEM-based analysis techniques for electrical machine
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design—providing details on how it can be employed in ANSYS Maxwell software. In addition, the book covers advanced magnetic material
modeling capabilities employed in numerical computation; thermal analysis; automated optimization for electric machines; and power
electronics and drive systems. This valuable resource: Delivers the multi-physics know-how based on practical electric machine design
methodologies Provides an extensive overview of electric machine design optimization and its integration with power electronics and drives
Incorporates case studies from industrial practice and research and development projects Multiphysics Simulation by Design for Electrical
Machines, Power Electronics and Drives is an incredibly helpful book for design engineers, application and system engineers, and technical
professionals. It will also benefit graduate engineering students with a strong interest in electric machines and drives.
In one complete volume, this essential reference presents an in-depth overview of the theoretical principles and techniques of electrical
machine design. This book enables you to design rotating electrical machines with its detailed step-by-step approach to machine design and
thorough treatment of all existing and emerging technologies in this field. Senior electrical engineering students and postgraduates, as well as
machine designers, will find this book invaluable. In depth, it presents the following: Machine type definitions; different synchronous,
asynchronous, DC, and doubly salient reluctance machines. An analysis of types of construction; external pole, internal pole, and radial flux
machines. The properties of rotating electrical machines, including the insulation and heat removal options. Responding to the need for an upto-date reference on electrical machine design, this book includes exercises with methods for tackling, and solutions to, real design problems.
A supplementary website hosts two machine design examples created with MATHCAD: rotor surface magnet permanent magnet machine
and squirrel cage induction machine calculations. Classroom tested material and numerous graphs are features that further make this book
an excellent manual and reference to the topic.

This book covers the topic from introductory to advanced levels for undergraduate students of Electrical Power and related fields,
and for professionals who need a fundamental grasp of power systems engineering. The book also analyses and simulates
selected power circuits using appropriate software, and includes a wealth of worked-out examples and practice problems to enrich
readers’ learning experience. In addition, the exercise problems provided can be used in teaching courses.
A thoroughly updated introduction to electric machines and adjustable speed drives All machines have power requirements, and
finding the right balance of economy and performance can be a challenge to engineers. Principles of Electric Machines with Power
Electronic Applications provides a thorough grounding in the principles of electric machines and the closely related area of power
electronics and adjustable speed drives. Designed for both students and professionals seeking a foundation in the fundamental
structure of modern-day electric power systems from a technical perspective, this lucid, succinct guide has been completely
revised and updated to cover: * The fundamental underpinnings of electromechanical energy conversion devices * Transformers *
Induction machines * Synchronous machines * DC machines * Power electronic components, systems, and their applications to
adjustable speed drives Enhanced by numerous solved problems, sample examinations and test sets, and computer-based
solutions assisted by MATLAB scripts, this new edition of Principles of Electric Machines with Power Electronic Applications
serves equally well as a practical reference and a handy self-study guide to help engineers maintain their professional edge in this
essential field.
This book aims to offer a thorough study and reference textbook on electrical machines and drives. The basic idea is to start from
the pure electromagnetic principles to derive the equivalent circuits and steady-state equations of the most common electrical
machines (in the first parts). Although the book mainly concentrates on rotating field machines, the first two chapters are devoted
to transformers and DC commutator machines. The chapter on transformers is included as an introduction to induction and
synchronous machines, their electromagnetics and equivalent circuits. Chapters three and four offer an in-depth study of induction
and synchronous machines, respectively. Starting from their electromagnetics, steady-state equations and equivalent circuits are
derived, from which their basic properties can be deduced. The second part discusses the main power-electronic supplies for
electrical drives, for example rectifiers, choppers, cycloconverters and inverters. Much attention is paid to PWM techniques for
inverters and the resulting harmonic content in the output waveform. In the third part, electrical drives are discussed, combining
the traditional (rotating field and DC commutator) electrical machines treated in the first part and the power electronics of part two.
Field orientation of induction and synchronous machines are discussed in detail, as well as direct torque control. In addition, also
switched reluctance machines and stepping motors are discussed in the last chapters. Finally, part 4 is devoted to the dynamics of
traditional electrical machines. Also for the dynamics of induction and synchronous machine drives, the electromagnetics are used
as the starting point to derive the dynamic models. Throughout part 4, much attention is paid to the derivation of analytical models.
But, of course, the basic dynamic properties and probable causes of instability of induction and synchronous machine drives are
discussed in detail as well, with the derived models for stability in the small as starting point. In addition to the study of the stability
in the small, a chapter is devoted to large-scale dynamics as well (e.g. sudden short-circuit of synchronous machines). The
textbook is used as the course text for the Bachelor’s and Master’s programme in electrical and mechanical engineering at the
Faculty of Engineering and Architecture of Ghent University. Parts 1 and 2 are taught in the basic course ’Fundamentals of
Electric Drives’ in the third bachelor. Part 3 is used for the course ’Controlled Electrical Drives’ in the first master, while Part 4 is
used in the specialised master on electrical energy.
Electrical Machines primarily covers the basic functionality and the role of electrical machines in their typical applications. The
effort of applying coordinate transforms is justified by obtaining a more intuitive, concise and easy-to-use model. In this textbook,
mathematics is reduced to a necessary minimum, and priority is given to bringing up the system view and explaining the use and
external characteristics of machines on their electrical and mechanical ports. Covering the most relevant concepts relating to
machine size, torque and power, the author explains the losses and secondary effects, outlining cases and conditions in which
some secondary phenomena are neglected. While the goal of developing and using machine mathematical models, equivalent
circuits and mechanical characteristics persists through the book, the focus is kept on physical insight of electromechanical
conversion process. Details such as the slot shape and the disposition of permanent magnets and their effects on the machine
parameters and performance are also covered.
A unique approach to sensorless control and regulator design of electric drives Based on the author's vast industry experience and
collaborative works with other industries, Control of Electric Machine Drive Systems is packed with tested, implemented, and
verified ideas that engineers can apply to everyday problems in the field. Originally published in Korean as a textbook, this highly
practical updated version features the latest information on the control of electric machines and apparatus, as well as a new
chapter on sensorless control of AC machines, a topic not covered in any other publication. The book begins by explaining the
features of the electric drive system and trends of development in related technologies, as well as the basic structure and
operation principles of the electric machine. It also addresses steady state characteristics and control of the machines and the
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transformation of physical variables of AC machines using reference frame theory in order to provide a proper foundation for the
material. The heart of the book reviews several control algorithms of electric machines and power converters, explaining active
damping and how to regulate current, speed, and position in a feedback manner. Seung-Ki Sul introduces tricks to enhance the
control performance of the electric machines, and the algorithm to detect the phase angle of an AC source and to control DC link
voltages of power converters. Topics also covered are: Vector control Control algorithms for position/speed sensorless drive of AC
machines Methods for identifying the parameters of electric machines and power converters The matrix algebra to model a threephase AC machine in d-q-n axes Every chapter features exercise problems drawn from actual industry experience. The book also
includes more than 300 figures and offers access to an FTP site, which provides MATLAB programs for selected problems. The
book's practicality and realworld relatability make it an invaluable resource for professionals and engineers involved in the
research and development of electric machine drive business, industrial drive designers, and senior undergraduate and graduate
students. To obtain instructor materials please send an email to pressbooks@ieee.org To visit this book's FTP site to download
MATLAB codes, please click on this link: ftp://ftp.wiley.com/public/sci_tech_med/electric_machine/ MATLAB codes are also
downloadable from Wiley Booksupport Site at http://booksupport.wiley.com
Containing approximately 200 problems (100 worked), the text covers a wide range of topics concerning electrical machines,
placing particular emphasis upon electrical-machine drive applications. The theory is concisely reviewed and focuses on features
common to all machine types. The problems are arranged in order of increasing levels of complexity and discussions of the
solutions are included where appropriate to illustrate the engineering implications. This second edition includes an important new
chapter on mathematical and computer simulation of machine systems and revised discussions of unbalanced operation,
permanent-magnet machines and universal motors. New worked examples and tutorial problems have also been added.
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